
Repurposing MasterClass! Unedited Transcript 
 
[00:00:04] So.  
 
[00:00:05] Welcome to the show everybody. Glad you guys are here. And. This is a very special 
master class called how to repurpose your content for maximum impact and maximum reach 
maximum reach maximum profit. And this is how you truly take massive action. Folks welcome to 
all our regulars all our wranglers. And welcome to all our brand new folks. You're with us for the 
first time you're going to find that this is not one of those let's face it typical webinars out there this 
fluff and pitch right. We don't do that here. We don't allow that here. In fact not only you're going to 
get great strategies. You're going to get very soon the results. Now a portion of the show in which 
you will repurpose some of your content. Remember this morning I send out an e-mail inviting you 
to bring a piece of content to the show. If you have not done that there's still time you're going to 
get some cool strategies before we go into the results. Now a portion of the show right. So with that 
said let's get into our business and life changing masterclass but the internet all year just join me 
believing that if I'm talking I should be petting him. So he's by my side as we go to our sponsors. 
The first one is the results. Now mastermind whole of the certainty blueprint. You want a pathway 
to success online. Grab the results now mastermind the certainty blueprint. That means yes there 
will be an offer at the end of the show that includes access to all our masterclasses path and in the 
future as well as our master mind. That offer will come if and only if I deliver on all my promises 
and I'll check in with you and see if I have. We also have charity sponsors for every show. This 
would of course is Lighthouse Family Retreat. A local Atlanta organization that works with families 
living through childhood cancer and they serve them all year long. In the summer they take them on 
a week long restorative retreat and Caliburn I've been volunteered for that for three years now. 
Caleb is the one that looks strikingly like me in the lower left hand corner in the operating room. 
Except for the gray hair that means later on when you invest in the the mastermind that you'll also 
be investing in helping the White House because a portion of everything goes to them. Now we 
have one large Facebook group for all our masterclasses gay. It would just get too bulky if we did 
one for all of the masterclasses. So I'm going to take this link and I'm going to put it in the chat so 
you guys can go join that. I did not intend for that to rhyme but it did this time and then later on 
when we're done here I'll go get in. No Joe you were supposed to send me the content you just I just 
want you to have it so you can be purposive here. So this is our Facebook group that you get as a 
bonus and you're going to be in there with a lot of great people. Creative folks generous folks 
intelligent folks online. Now here's what we're going to cover. We have a big agenda for this show. 
Don't you know the profitable definition of repurposing. Because why define something unfrocked 
unprofitably through the magic of Internet marketing we can change that typo right now. We'll do 
about that. And we're also talking about how to add repurposing to your content creation protocol. 
How to master massive implementation with repurposing the best places to repurpose your content. 
Now this is going to be a really cool section and then it's going to get even better. Now during the 
next two how tos I encourage you not to have food or drink in your mouth because your jaw is 
going to drop with the simplicity and power of what I'm going to show you. And you're going to 
realize something has been hiding in plain sight for a long time. How to repurpose long form 
content into multiple short form content pieces. And then how to repurpose multiple short form 
content pieces into one long form content piece. So we go both ways and then best of all during the 
results. Now a portion of our time together you're going to repurpose a piece of content on another 
platform in another form or both. And I will have modeled that for you too. So then we'll walk you 
through your next success steps and a big bonus Agena tip from a buddy now on how to use 
repurposing to become a category of one in your niche. And hey just like all my math classes so 
much more. And you will leave with a marketing asset you can use immediately. Now with all that 
who's excited if you're excited just give me a yay and the Q and A please. All right the profitable 
definition of repurposing in Margaret didn't say yay she said yeah you are right and here's Joan with 
her yeah and everybody else. Thanks man I was really to challenge was spelling when I put this 



together.  
 
[00:06:06] I write we can fix that.  
 
[00:06:11] There are strategic repurposing is this the strategic reuse of content. For greater reach 
maximum impact massive implementation and maximum profit not ban for just doing one thing 
over and over and over again right. The strategic reuse of content for greater reach maximum 
impact massive implementation and maximum profit. I've never done this before but you know 
what I want to do to take that definition. Amazon pulled over here in a chat with Kishor want to 
copy it and use it. Here comes boy if I put everything in there we'd be here a long time wouldn't we. 
Say now that we have repurposing profitably defined talk about how to add repurposing to your 
content creation protocol when you are creating content. This is a simple thing I've used for 12 
years. And yet when I teach it people are just amazed by because the the results are amazing. The 
simplicity is amazing and the results are even more amazing when you're creating your content 
wherever it is all the way from a webinar or an e-book all the way to a short Social Media Update. 
You're not done yet. Until you repurposed on another platform in another form or both. In other 
words once you've created a piece of your content and published it you're not done. You're not done 
until you repurposed it in at least one way. And listen if Frank Reagan is telling you that it's got to 
be true right. You're not done yet until you're repurposed on another platform in another form or 
both. How to master math of implementation with repurposing. How many of you have ever heard 
Tony Robbins talking about taking massive action right. It's one of his principles. How do you do 
that. This is how you do it. Or as Montel Williams told us this is how you do it or how we do it. 
Couple years ago at church they were talking about that song on stage and all of a sudden he walked 
out and performed it for us. So this is how you take massive action repurposing makes it very 
simple for you to consistently take massive action or take consistent massive action. Whichever 
way you want to think about now look at this for only 12 minutes into the show and you've got 
three really good strategies you can use. And we haven't even gotten to the to the results. Now stuff 
now. The best places to repurpose your content now. As of the time of this training it will change. I 
do one of these in various forms repurposed throughout every year. This is how it is currently right. 
So scenario universe is your blog. A good place to start with your content shows that you own it. 
Now one of my favorite places to repurpose is Pinterest. In all the years I've done this going on 12 
full time and all the sources of high quality free traffic I've used mastered time. Pinterest is the most 
amazing I've seen. And so if you've got something on your blog you have to repurpose it onto 
Pinterest let me show you an example. Alright so here's my rebranded and updated blog. Go here to 
the latest post. I did this on my own on the holiday. So there we go. Just a short little little post that 
was originally just these five steps as an Instagram update. And then I created an article out of it. 
And then I went over to Pinterest.  
 
[00:11:01] And published appeared in three different places.  
 
[00:11:10] DRIVE-IN folks.  
 
[00:11:13] From this pen to that article and since I mentioned it started on Instagram a couple 
people are asking about that so let me show you. It's taken a little longer to get there than it usually 
does because of because of Go women are taking up the bandwidth. But there it is. Normally that 
would be right away. And there is the article. So let's take a look at it as it originally showed up on 
Instagram.  
 
[00:11:45] Just a few days ago see that houses this on yet create content today publish it repurpose 
it repeat tomorrow.  
 
[00:12:03] Any questions look familiar. There it is right there. Built out and then it became a. Right. 



So. Back to our slides. You do that and you got a good thing going right now. Here's Instagram 
where it can also drive traffic. Anywhere including your blog Utu. The next logical thing for what 
I've shown you will for it to become a video on YouTube and then multiple teams. Now if all you 
did was this for every piece of content you created and we're talking about starting on your blog. 
You can start anywhere and then do all the others. You just do these five things and you'll have lots 
of traffic and be ahead of 90 percent of the people in your niche. I don't like settling for 90 percent. 
I like to get up to even higher percentages. I want to show you some more in just a minute. Now 
what's really cool is you can connect all these. You can do a YouTube video out of this and send 
people to the article send people to go to here send people to Mames about it. You can connect 
these all together and you get a nice repurposing web. Now let's walk through for other things you 
can do to repurpose this that all drives traffic to a piece of original content. You do these four and 
you're in the top 1 percent if not point one percent point one percent and your niche you start over 
here with Facebook groups and I repurposed the article that showed up on my blog in one of my 
facebook groups already. Medium. That's not a size like extra medium that is a medium dot com. A 
great place to put your text in video content and drive traffic where you want it to go. Going 
clockwise is now linked in publishing similar to medium. On a different platform reaching a 
different set of people. Now whenever I show this list of places to repurpose and we're going to 
wind up with with nine here I always want to include one then I'm as we say here in the south fixin 
to do. Getting ready to do more of and the more I research and hear about and study SlideShare now 
owned by LinkedIn the more impressed I am with it. And so what I will do is either take the video 
that I create or I might create a video meme and put over here in SlideShare and probably will do 
both. So SlideShare medium has a paid option Joan. But it also has a free lunch. All right so there 
are nine and best places to repurpose your content now. Now the question becomes at what would 
happen if every piece of kind that you created ended up in those nine places. Well it'd be much like 
my original mentor Tom Antione telling me years ago this is like 0 5 maybe slipped into a tell us 
seminar by him about 21 ways to repurpose your content. And I asked him I said hey what would 
happen if every piece of every article you created you repurpose these 21 ways and he said you'd 
get very well-known in your niche very quickly.  
 
[00:16:13] And so I did. So the answer to your question if you did just what you're seeing here with 
every piece of content you get really well-known to your niche really quickly.  
 
[00:16:30] Walker says she's really looking forward to this master class checklist goal. 
MARGARET You can use Twitter certainly put stuff on Twitter. I don't do a whole lot on Twitter 
anymore. It is not just automatically generated. But you can certainly use it and see how it does for 
you. Joan wasn't no where we post the means everywhere. Make me a graphics for Pinterest. Turn 
him into video memes for SlideShare and YouTube. Put the meme on linked in publishing in 
medium and then talk about the meaning of it. Put it in your Facebook group and run your blog post 
on Instagram and explain it. All those places. Now here's where I cautioned you earlier please don't 
have any food in your mouth or any to drink in your mouth right now cause you're going drop your 
jaw at what I'm about to show you. For teary for a lot of reasons one how simple this is to it's going 
to look familiar. It's been hiding in plain sight right in front of you for several weeks now and 3 
especially when you get a glimpse of what you can do with us right now. First one how to 
repurpose long form content into multiple short form content pieces get how many of you all were 
part of that masterclass to create magnetic marketing themes that triple your results just give you a 
yay and a Q and A Alright thanks guys. Glad you were there now. Just like we're doing this one. 
This is a live webinar training with audio and video right. Now back when we did this when the 
meme when what I did the next day over the next day and a half because I start right after with the 
with the video replay and then I repurpose this very training that you're on right now in the 
following ways becomes alive. It's alive training and then it becomes a lot.  
 
[00:18:53] The replay training and then there's unedited transcripts.  



 
[00:19:00] The checklist template in e-book universal laws a wizard where appropriate and your 
Facebook group are from alive training day anybody's mouth drop an open he's been doing that 
right in front of us for weeks. Yeah pretty much.  
 
[00:19:25] Hey now does that make sense.  
 
[00:19:32] Can you see yourself doing that out of anything and taking one big thing that you created 
and turning them into many many little things. You got that Joe. Okay cool. So that's one example 
of how to repurpose long form content into multiple short form content pieces. Now let's reverse the 
process. Let's take all these short form pieces of content. The live training in replay an edited 
transcript checklist template templates e-book universalize wizards and Facebook group. Right now 
we're going to bundle them all together. Into one package and it's become a going to become a 
product that master class as some of you guys attended is now it's either a 97 dollar product or a 197 
product. You get what just happened. We're doing it right. I'm doing it right now as I create in every 
word I speak who's creating what I just showed you. And then it's going to be repurposed into all 
those smaller pieces and then bundled back together into an ongoing product that will make sales 
for me for the rest of whatever hey do you get the enormous power of repurposing for creating 
information product. I showed you in the lift where to repurpose now how to use repurposing to get 
traffic and build your list. Now I just showed you how to use it to build multiple products very very 
easily. So and there's even another secret I'm going to save that for later. Right now here comes the 
favorite part of our show. Let's make it happen. Let's repurpose your content. Wow. We're only 25 
minutes into about a time. People are just finishing up telling you how great they are. And you can 
be too. Here we are with all these strategies and now we're going to actually do something and get a 
result on a on a webinar. How can we stand it so radical. All right. Grab your piece of content. 
Wave it in front of the screen so we can all hear it and see it.  
 
[00:22:12] Now what I invite you to do is take that piece kind to date you've published somewhere 
I'm guessing and we're going to put it somewhere else.  
 
[00:22:29] For example here's a little demonstration and then when to give you some time to do this 
right. Remember this blog post here first I'm going to show you somewhere that it went you know 
we're going to put it somewhere else.  
 
[00:23:01] And there is the exact same piece of content the exact same graphic with the link in the 
comment right.  
 
[00:23:16] And there is Margaret and Karen talking about it now that took moments to do and I will 
show you that it only took moments to do watch this. Now I've copied that whole thing right now 
I'm going to go over here.  
 
[00:23:37] Then we're opened up Facebook yenne and we're going to go to our mastermind's all of 
which you guys are going to be invited in.  
 
[00:23:57] Oh not Daily Mail. I clicked a wrong thing. Here we go. And we're going to put it over 
here for everybody in the mastermind. There's the article right. Legon the comet. Why do that. 
Because I want them to see the the graphic. So ready to go get the graphic and want that little book 
down gosh I'm done a lot since the other day. All the pretty pictures that can get you lost when 
you're looking for one because I do believe it's somewhere else.  
 
[00:24:44] In the download alright if you're going to be that way about it there is more than one way 
to skin this cat.  



 
[00:25:01] Just come over here and copy it again.  
 
[00:25:09] And then we're going to go over here. Here she is. And now we've published the article 
but we still need that link right. And I remember like in the language I used over here.  
 
[00:25:27] So here's your link to 21 fresh content ideas come back over here. Put it in.  
 
[00:25:39] And we're also going to go get that fun little baby picture to put some eye candy in the 
comet a little fellows right there. So what we see here something that started over here as. A little 
teeny list of five things on Instagram right then we came a blog post in my blog. I just explained 
each one of those five steps right.  
 
[00:26:27] And then I put it in one of my free groups and then I just now repurposed it into one of 
my paid groups.  
 
[00:26:39] So this thing is had already four days of use in four different places. I have made a video 
out of it yet. Actually make it five places of use because we're using it as a demo and women are 
which usually gets a lot of traffic to it. So back to our flyers and look somebody is already liking it. 
I love it.  
 
[00:27:03] Way to go David.  
 
[00:27:08] Now grab that piece of content that you brought to the show. And you can put it over 
quickly into a Facebook group or any your Facebook profile you can put it on your blog if it's 
started somewhere else. You can put it over in your youth and I forgot to show you a minute ago the 
Pinterest summit got six places the news. You can turn into an Instagram post whatever you want to 
do. I'm going to give you five minutes in which to do it. And while we're doing it I want you to put 
in the chat. One of two things either where you put it a link to where you put it so we can look at it 
or both. So you could have five minutes to do this and put in the chat in the Q and A. A link to 
where you put it and where are you in the name of where you put it like Facebook or Instagram or 
my blog or whatever. All right. Five minutes. Ready set go. I'll be here to coacher. And apparently 
somebody. So all you're doing is grabbing a piece of content and using it somewhere else. And as 
you do so let us know where you've repurposed it and if you can provide a link to it so we can take 
a look at it. Celebrate it and folks can get some traffic to it both from all the people that are on the 
show live and in the ones that are going to watch this on the replay as part of the training product 
forever and ever on it. And silence is perfectly OK. On a webinar while people are working. 
Alright. There's one from Ellen. She's got a pen. Let's take a look at Ellen's pen. Phone she's got an 
institute. All right. Wow. Get into that visual kind.  
 
[00:31:27] We've talked about Ellen. See what we've got here.  
 
[00:31:41] RAII doctor saying the pain is all inside your head or is it your past lives at work free 
healing tools. Visit us online.  
 
[00:31:49] Heal lives and when you click over here.  
 
[00:31:56] There we go. There is a right to the Web site nicely 9 save this Instagram Instagram link 
works.  
 
[00:32:08] And it looked kind of funky but there we go right.  
 



[00:32:20] Same kind of stuff there. I love it. Good job. Nice colors too. All right. Here is Jones 
Facebook page good lord that's along.  
 
[00:32:34] Shivering caption are just feels heavy.  
 
[00:32:41] Here we're going to put it to leave everything up here and repurposing Paree here. Joan 
I'm very impressed. You gave me the exact right link. Who a little bit about carbs. Nice play on 
words. It is amazing.  
 
[00:33:07] Look at that.  
 
[00:33:12] I told you you'd be doing this someday. So which foods are carb. There we go.  
 
[00:33:22] Be great. You get a little eye candy in there Joan with a graphic. Good job. Good job.  
 
[00:33:33] Look at all that sure Joan says I'm still a digital dimwit but I'm trying. Yeah. I know. The 
demo is getting brighter I think. And see I Joan I'm no digital master I just know what buttons to 
push in order to push on in in order to make a difference to make money online. I didn't give you 
time but you'll go back with a photo OK. That's fine. Yeah. I mean if you don't finish it if you don't 
get it all in you can go back and finish it. I mean that's that's really the cool thing. One of the cool 
things about doing this. You can go back and make it better and tweak it. JONES So someone just 
liked it. Well there you go. And it wasn't me maybe some money from here I get your little traffic 
action here. And get you more than a like a model love.  
 
[00:34:47] And  
 
[00:34:47] we'll go to Elon's and get her like maybe even a comment. Nicely done. Alive on a 
master class. I'm and then let's get you a click.  
 
[00:35:19] Already gave you click. Let's get you another one.  
 
[00:35:23] From there and then we'll get you one from the graphic.  
 
[00:35:29] Origo you do good things you get good things for some interesting interesting pens.  
 
[00:35:39] ALLAN Well that's cool that's very cool.  
 
[00:35:48] All right. So look what you guys do a man Pinterest and Instagram earlier your blog and 
Facebook pages and we do all kinds of stuff. Anybody else want to offer up theirs. I hope what 
you're getting is not only is this simple and fast it's fun. And wait till you start get no other 
responses that turn into subscribers and sales.  
 
[00:36:15] What it really gets for.  
 
[00:36:19] People often ask me how to eat. What would drive you to do all this repurposing. Well 
the difference it makes from the profit it makes Joan I believe in miracles so I think figure out 
Instagram someday. I'm I'm getting there. I'm still learning had a Kaylor teach me. Actually I hired 
Caleb my younger son to be my Instagram Pinterest and snapchat consultant as Howard and we 
were out to dinner the other day at a Mexican restaurant in New and that we fell in love with. And I 
was how and teach me a lot of Instagram stories stuff and kept shaking his head and rolling his eyes 
at me and I said Cut it out. I taught you to use that spoon right here so you can teach me this. So 
they're so.  



 
[00:37:19] Excellent job you guys really good job.  
 
[00:37:26] All right so let's see what's next in the flight have I delivered on all my promises at the 
beginning of this show yesterday in the Q and A please. With our friendly fellow like a milkman 
and Ernie Yes yes as always yes. Okay thanks for the AGIA core. All right. So when my new is 
invite to people two people two types of folks. Take action I'm going to invite the folks that are not 
yet part of the mastermind to join us. And there's one of two ways you can do it. And I'm going to 
invite the people that are currently in the master mind into a really cool way to upgrade if they're 
not already lifetime. Right. So and then I'm going to show you GS tip about how to do what you 
just did to become a Category 1. In other words how to use what you just used to become a category 
of one in your niche. OK. So you've just experienced a big chunk of our results now. Mafika instead 
of trying to figure everything out and go look this up later and go buy some big product and try to 
figure it all out on your own. You actually accomplish something in creating marketing assets right 
here on the show with my coaching. And you can ask me questions in the master mind you get to do 
that all the time ask me questions all the time. And in our master classes because there is going to 
be very very many of them on all kinds of subjects. And the more master classes you attain the 
more results you're going to get. So I've created a way for you to get all of them without you having 
to even do that at a backstage path right. Before we do them that adds up. So I created a way that 
you can get them all and save a lot of money. So as you see as you see with the repurposing demos 
tonight you get the video training both live when you attend and then the replay that you've got 
forever the unedited transcript template or template checklist Margaret looking forward to that 
about repurposing a Master Class Wizard when appropriate. We don't have one yet for this but we 
will the universal laws breaking it down into smaller chunks of of action turning it into a master 
class e-book from the unedited transcript and in that mastermind in Facebook that you guys are you 
can be a part of. Now now I'm going to show you the two different parks of our master mind within 
each one of those. Part is a huge amount of stuff including what we call the certainty blueprint 
which gives you the path of success from setting things up to making money. Two advance 
strategies. Those are the three sections setting things up making money advanced strategies. So here 
on the left we're going to walk through you through everything you get with the math class stuff 
then on the right we're going to walk through everything you get in the mastermind. So here we go 
for the masterclasses you get a permanent backstage pass. In other words you get all the 
masterclasses for free as part of your membership three to five of them a month. Some of them will 
be public are offered to the public at a backstage pass like for me you came in and some of them 
will be only on the inside for the insiders the live training the unedited transcripts checklist the 
templates the e-book the wizard where appropriate the Facebook group if I did four of those a 
month that thirty seven dollars a 148 dollars when they become 97 dollar product 388 dollars. So 
let's conservatively call that a 388 dollar value a month and they'll be on Internet Marketing Content 
Marketing. They'll be went on every step of the of the certainly blue print so you'll be able to take 
each one do the results. Now portioning get that result as you build out your certainly blueprint 
success mindset psychological edge helping you manage of stress goals motivation change and all 
that comes with this online marketing stuff right. So there is your master class stuff and the the 
monthly on that it's worth. If all you got is that is more than worth it you get so much more over 
here on the right side. Here's the math chromite stuff all my other training sessions within them 
after mine that we do like we did one on the first step with the Cerny blueprint this week the math 
to mine. Q and A sessions that's where we take your questions and we don't just answer it. We build 
your business around the INS. We go in-depth who wants a certain hot seat when you can be a in a 
spotlight council where the group and I will take one piece of your business take a real close look at 
it make it better. And you implement right away. Group coaching sessions where I bring in one of 
my colleagues to teach something that I don't know as well as know. That's why this is a one stop 
shop folks. That's why one of the really cool things you get to avoid by being part of this group is 
you get to avoid bright shiny object syndrome because you don't need anything else. Than what's in 



here. And if there's something that comes along that's needed. And I'm not using it in mastering it. 
I'll go grab one of my friends or colleagues that has and have them come in and teach you get 
exclusive Facebook mastermind group separate from the master class. When this is a great group of 
people all over the world and every morning I wake up and see them helping each other. I've been 
asleep and it makes me smile the psychological edge. Many of you know if you don't. I spent 25 
years before the twelve years I've been doing this as a counseling psychologist working with people 
helping them get the changes they want as quickly as possible in a way that sticks so I can help you 
with all the inner game the head game of this.  
 
[00:44:44] No one else online has that background.  
 
[00:44:51] I get all my info product for free. Pretty cool deal when I do coke created for products 
you get a better deal than anybody else. When I promote affiliate's like I'm doing a really cool one 
next week you'll get a deal. Training in the seven pillars in math for classes in the seven pillars of 
online success mindset. Content creation social visibility traffic generation list building product and 
profit creation and repurposing. And then what we've been talking about the certainty blueprint 21 
steps broken into three sections getting started making money and advance strategies making your 
success simply certain. We are building out the masterclasses for those now. There are two in there 
now for us one come in soon third one of the first to add all that up four thousand nine hundred 
eighty two dollar value not one time kids Amite now or I went to school forty 982 plus 388 equals 
five thousand three hundred seventy dollars a month a month. Not a one time now it's worth that. 
It's worth more than that. But you know I don't have my move that slide slide in there so I got to 
count on you guys. Please type into the Q and A move that. So I can show you what you guys are 
gonna get this for. Something you guys are veterans. You type in MTF remove this line. OK I will. 
All this stuff I just showed you everything that you see in front of you anymore. For just 100 bucks 
a month that's less than 3m after class right. There is the link. Jeff Haring dot com forward slash 
Master Class Dasch member. I'm gonna put this in the chat so you don't even have to type it into 
your browser. You can just click on it. And it'd be great if a few people did that just to let me know 
that is working. Now let me show you what's on that page because whether you're just coming 
onboard for the first time or you're wanting to upgrade you got a couple choices. Let's see right 
here. Yep. There we go. So you get to see everything and get in again. They are that for only 100 
bucks a month which is an incredibly good deal especially when you factor in that it inoculates you 
from bright shiny object sender because everything you need is inside their so click that big button 
right there to do 100 bucks a month the yearly rate if people pay yearly I give the Madill so a 
hundred times while there's a hundred for a. Right. Way more than worth it. I give him a deal at a 
thousand where they save they get too months for free. Basically they save two hundred dollars and 
get two months for free. You see the yearly crossed out right here right.  
 
[00:48:15] What I'm offering to on this show an ending today.  
 
[00:48:25] Is the lifetime membership for the yearly rate. Yes you did hear that correctly. You can 
become a member for life. And as Kimberly Arnol said I can't imagine any time in life not being 
without this stuff now. That's why she came on board full time. I mean lifetime. Thanks Kimberly. 
Lifetime membership for the yearly rate and save thousands of dollars. Make sense. The link is in 
your check list. Go visit our slides again because I got one more cool thing to teach you right with 
the Genest up member that that's everything you're getting. Here's a genius to figure if you come in 
a category one is the twenty first step of the certainty blueprint and everything builds towards that. 
What you got tonight. Is a big chunk of that. Now there's much much more. It's a big chunk of it 
because think about it when you're repurposing like you saw on this show it's massive 
implementation massive action maximum reach maximum exposure maximum impact and 
maximum profit. So let's say you were creating that massive implementation and massive action 
and you're creating maximum maximum water. Let's say you're creating maximum reach exposure 



impact and profit. You do that and you're way ahead of everyone else in your niche and your 
category of one. What's the advantage of that. Well the opposite of a category of one is is a what 
insiders pop quiz type into the Q and A. What's the opposite of a category of one Jones you cited a 
photo to her new repurposed post and she says that the opposite of a Category 1 like Ellen is saying 
is a commodity. So what's the difference between a commodity and a category one. Well a 
commodity competes with everyone because of price a commodity competes with everyone 
overprice a category of one compete with no one because of results. So when you become a 
category one in your niche you're not competing with anyone because of your result.  
 
[00:50:59] So there your genius step again. Here's everything you get.  
 
[00:51:04] And there is the link also in your chat. Congratulations to all those that are coming and 
more. We'll get you hooked up for the very next thing I'll do all this video's rendering Jeff Haring 
dot com forward slash Master Class Dasch member got a couple of new lifetime members and a 
couple of month members. Good job guys. Can't wait to work with you. The very first thing I want 
you to do is go over to that link. You should get right away for the Facebook group and I'll be 
sending you an email right away too with that link to the Facebook group over they're asked to join 
join will all accept you. And then induce yourself and are really generous group of folks who 
welcome you get so now. Because that's certainly blueprint. There it is right there. The getting 
started section the Making Money section and the Advanced Strategies section. We just completed. 
That's the old one. That's the old version. We just completed the repurposing part. This one awaits 
you in the master class area and I'll be doing this one for the mastermind group in coming days. 
And then we're going to do one for all the rest. So you'll be able to take each math class get the 
result. Have that working for you complete all 21 to be a community one. No more having to figure 
it all out. This is this is the system this is the plant. And it works because every single person I 
know that has every single one of those in place is massively successful online. Right. So got time 
for questions here. I like keeping these around in an hour. And we're right at that mark. So what can 
I answer for you from the repurposing stuff. Can I answer stuff about the mastermind. What are you 
struggling with. I'm I'm here to help folks. If there's no questions we'll wrap the show up and get a 
hold of all the new people and get them all connected. Scuse me. Sometimes people ask me how 
can you do this. Are this Jeffrey just 100 bucks a month. Well I've got a lot of stream of streams of 
income coming in from doing what I teach you. So you and so I'm able to do this. I'll want you to be 
successful I want to make it manageable for you. And so that's why if you're not in get in before a 
raise everything is seriously the the lifetime. When I said seriously Siri popped open when I when I 
say the lifetime rate it'll never be offered at that rate again. It'll never hit the lifetime if I ever offer 
lifetime again won't be offered in a thousand. After we go through this promotion which is 
scheduled to end like today. So there you go. The trainee is asking when the training starts and it 
starts right away. It's all in there. You'll get at least a master class a week and the mastermind a 
week 90 minute mastermind where we do training. Mastermind Q and A in the spotlight.  
 
[00:54:56] Okay.  
 
[00:54:58] And with that we're going to wrap the show up Hey guys. A lot of places you could have 
been online you chose to be here. And I'm always appreciative of that.  
 
[00:55:09] I invite you to go get this stuff. Make a choice between monthly and lifetime upgrade a 
lifetime if you're on monthly do this.  
 
[00:55:19] Jeff Haring Nutcombe forward slash masterclass Darsh member is in your chat. You can 
just click on it. And as always folks go use this stuff because as you've seen with what I 
demonstrated and as you've done it flat out works we'll get your next.  
 


